
KEMILAU SIGNATURE | 90 Minutes | RP 500.000 
Feel the relaxing sensation of signature Balinese traditional massage,
combined with shiatsu techniques that are designed to warm your body
and muscles and to help your blood circulation runs well.

BACK BOOSTER | 60 Minutes | RP 360.000
Experience our intense back and neck massage, giving yours back the
break it deserves. The intensive treatments will clear your mind from 
stress and tension on your back and neck. Highly recommended for
athlete computer – based professionals and surfers.

RELAXING MASSAGE | 60 Minutes | RP 400.000
Treatment that gives you the chance to be able to eliminate all the
tensions and to relieve your tired muscle by giving shoulders, neck, and
massage which help in restoring blood circulation.

WARM STONE MASSAGE | 90 minutes | RP 540.000
Full body massage that use smooth flat and heated stones. Place at key
points on the body. The hot stones have a sedative effect that can 
relieve chronic pain, reduce stress and promote deep relaxation.

SUNBURN SAVER | 90 minutes | RP 540.000
Very relaxing massage and a perfect skin treatment to those who love to
be out in the sun, our organic ingredients will moist your dry and 
burnt skin, and will result less painful.

SKIN SCRUBBER | 60 minutes | RP 330.000
Rejuvenate your skin by removing the dead skin with our exclusive 
organic based ingredients scrubs. Nothing compares a smooth skin 
from non-chemical product.

EAR CANDLE | 60 minutes | RP 280.000
An ear treatment for both ears to clean up your ears and prevent you from
having headaches or migraine with our soft and relaxing massage around
your ears, shoulders and also your head.

PEDICURE CLASSIC | 45 minutes | RP 250.000
Treat your feet and toes and make them look pretty by getting a classical
nail care with your chosen nail polish of your choice.

MENICURE CLASSIC | 45 minutes |  RP 250.000
Treat your hand and nails and make them look petty by getting a
classical nail care with your chosen nail polish of your choice.

SPA PEDICURE | 75 minutes | RP 400.000
Luxurious treatment for your feet and toes including a foot massage foot
scrub and ultimate foot care with selection of our nail polish.

SPA MANICURE | 75 minutesRP 400.000
Luxurious hand treatment including hand massage. hand scrub and
manicure with nail polish of your choice.

NAIL POLISH ADULT | 30 minutes | RP 140.000
Quick yet spoiling your hand treatment of polishing your nail with the
selection of our nail polish.

FACIAL | 60 minutes | RP 420.000
Rejuvenating treatment for the skin of your face. helps keeping it moisture,
and clean from all the dead skins and blackheads.

HAIR SPA | 1 hours | RP 400.000
Luxurious hair treatment including L’Oreal hair mask to nourish your hair
scalp remover, topped with head, neck and shoulders massage to release
the stress not only great for hair treatment but also in restoring the blood
flows on the head through a gentle massage on your skin head.

 
HAIR WASH | 30 minute | RP 165.000
Keeping your hair clean by washing it with shampoo and conditioner.

REFLEXOLOGY | 60 minutes | RP 360.000
Another exhaustion relief for your feet the. The relaxing feeling not only
from being massaged but also acupressure techniques on your feet.

FOOT MASSAGE | 30 minutes | RP 195.000
Give away the exhaustion of your feet by geeting this relaxing foot
massage. Be ready again to walk, going on tour or to continue 
shopping after this treatment.

AROMATIC SPA | 2 hours | RP 690.000
Two hours rejuvenating treatment package a combination of Kemilau
Signature Aromatherapy massage with refreshing body scrub to 
smoothen up your skin, follow by foot soak and a flower bath with 
to end your treatment.

BLISSFUL KEMILAU | 3 hours | RP 1.005.000
Three hours rejuvenating treatment package, a combination of Kemilau
Signature Aromatherapy massage that last even longer combined 
with our refreshing body scrub, hair spa treatment, 
relaxing foot soak and a flower bath to end your treatment.

SOOTHING KEMILAU | 4 hours | RP 1.515.000
Four hours rejuvenating treatment package a combination of Kemilau
Aromatic Spa and Kemilau Blissful Healing all in one which are full body
massage body scrub foot soak hair spa as well as an exclusive facial
treatment that polish your skin. A flower bath for a deep relaxation 
at the end of your treatment.
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